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What is the European Strategy of Particle Physics?
2

• Last Update: May 2013 => New Update: June 19th 2020 

• Important bodies (see backup for lists of members)
– Physics Preparatory group (PPG):

• Organizes Symposium (May 2019) and prepares briefing book (Sept. 2019)

• Provides scientific input to strategy based on input of community 

– European Strategy Group (ESG):
• Drafts the strategy update (Jan. 2020)

– Strategy secretariat:  
• H. Abramowicz (chair), J. D’Hondt, K. Ellis, L. Rivkin

• Coordinates the process

– CERN Council: 
• Approved strategy in June 2020

• CERN management is responsible for implementing strategy

• Strategy also serves as important guideline for national funding agencies



Input to Strategy
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• 160 papers submitted

– Including national inputs

• Symposium (Granada): 600 participants

• PPG prepared “Physics Briefing Book” 
[arXiv:1910.11775]

• Six working groups:
o WG1: Social and career aspects for the next generation

o WG2:Issues related to Global Projects hosted by CERN or 

funded through CERN outside Europe

o WG3: Relations with other groups and organisations

o WG4: Knowledge and Technology Transfer

o WG5: Public engagement, Education and Communication

o WG6: Sustainability and Environmental impact 



• Members of ESG:
– Strategy Secreteriat

– Representatives of each CERN member state & 
from each relevant national laboratory

– CERN DG

– Charis of ECFA and SPC

• Invited also to Bad Honnef: 
– President of CERN council

– Representatives from observer and associate 
member states, EU and JINR 

– chairs of ApPEC FALC, ESFRI, NUPPEC

– PPG members
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European Strategy Group (ESG)



Documents submitted: June 19th 2020
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https://europeanstrategyupdate.web.cern.ch/

Deliberation documentMain document

https://europeanstrategyupdate.web.cern.ch/


Summary of statements & recommendations

• 2 statements on Major developments from 2013 strategy

• 3 statements on General considerations for the 2020 update

• 2 statements on High-priority future initiatives

• 4 statements on Other essential scientific activities 

• 2 statements on Synergies with neighbouring fields

• 3 statements on Organisational issues

• 4 statements on Environmental and societal impact
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Letters for itemizing the statements are introduced for 

identification, they do not imply prioritization 

https://europeanstrategyupdate.web.cern.ch/

https://europeanstrategyupdate.web.cern.ch/
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Major Developments since 2013 Strategy 
2 statements: HL-LHC and Long Baseline Neutrinos

8

ProtoDUNE-SP cryostat

Fig. 1.2: Left: Relative precision on Higgs coupling modifiers, , determined by ATLAS and

CMS with the LHC data at present, and as expected for HL-LHC with the constraint V 1.

Also shown are the constraints on invisible and undetected decay branching ratios, BRinvand

BRunt. Right: Expected uncertainty on Higgs coupling parameters at HL-LHC, showing sepa-

rately the statistical, experimental and theoretical uncertainties. Here, it was assumed that the

branching ratios (BR’s) to untagged and invisible decays are zero.

shown in Table 1.2, with theappropriate polarisation this can enhance theHiggs boson produc-132

tion crosssection. In addition, becausetheimportanceof different subprocessescan betuned by133

changing thepolarisation, it playsan important role in effectiveoperator fits. Thus, thepresence134

of polarisation can sharpen these analyses, and helps compensate for the lower luminosities at135

linear machines.136

1.3 electroweak Precision Observables137

Loop corrections to electroweak precision observables (EWPO) provide a powerful test of the138

consistency of the SM. The relation between e.g. the Fermi constant (GF ), Weinberg angle139

(sin2✓W ), and the masses of the Z , W and H bosons (mZ , mW , mH ) and the top quark (mtop)140

is precisely predicted in the SM. Inconsistencies between these would indicate contributions141

from new physics.142

Thesecontributionsarecurrently constrained primarily by theZ polemeasurementsmade143

at the LEP experiments and SLD [24], measurements of WW production at LEP-2 [25] and144

measurements of W -boson and top quark masses at the Tevatron [26, 27] and LHC [28, 29]145

experiments, and mH measurements at theLHC [30,31]. Thecurrent constraints on theEWPO146

are shown in Fig. 1.4. All measurements agree within the current precision.147

Based on theelectroweak precision measurements, the95% CL upper limitson theoblique148

parameters [11] areS < 0.18 and T < 0.26 [32]. Fig. 1.4 showsT vs S and illustrates how the149

various precision measurements on ΓZ , M W and asymmetries contribute.150

Measurements of diboson production are also sensitive to the electroweak symmetry151
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General considerations for the 2020 update

3 recommendations:

a) Preserve leading role of CERN for the European particle physics 
community

b) Strengthen the European particle physics ecosystem of research 
centres

c) Acknowledge the global nature of particle physics research
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High-priority future initiatives 
2 recommendations: new collider and accelerator R&D
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Collider Types
11

𝒆− 𝒑 LHeC, FCC-eh
(additional LINAC for e to collide
with p parasitically)

𝒑𝒑
LHC tunnel:  HL-LHC, HE-LHC
New tunnel: FCC-hh, SppC

𝒆− 𝒆+ Linear: ILC, CLIC
Circular: FCC-ee, CEPC
(aka „Higgs factories“)



Collider Designs at CERN
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e+e- Colliders: circular vs linear
13

• Circular colliders
• Provide more luminosity at 

low energy

• Serve also as EWK and B 
factory

• Linear colliders
• Provide less luminosity at low 

energies

• Extendable to higher energies 
(>500 GeV)

• Considered to be mature
• Could start construction in 5-

10 years



Integrated luminosity per unit energy
14

Another (very) important metric to consider (cost & climate)

FCC-ee

ILC

CLIC

Muon 
Collider

LHC

FCC-hh

arXiv: 2007.15684
arXiv: 2003.09084

HE-LHC

https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.15684
https://arxiv.org/abs/2003.09084


New collider: discussion
15

It is essential for particle physics in Europe and for CERN to be able to 

propose a facility after the LHC

• There are two ways to address the remaining mysteries: Higgs factory and the energy frontier

• Europe is in the privileged position to be able to propose both: CLIC or FCCee as Higgs 

factory, CLIC (3 TeV) or FCChh (100 TeV) for the energy frontier

• The dramatic increase in energy possible with FCChh leads to this technology being 

considered as the most promising for a future facility at the energy frontier.

• It is important therefore to launch a feasibility study for such a collider to be completed in time 

for the next Strategy update, so that a decision as to whether this project can be 

implemented can be taken on that timescale. 



New collider: statement and recommendation
16

a) An electron-positron Higgs factory is the highest-priority next collider. For the longer term, the 

European particle physics community has the ambition to operate a proton-proton collider at the 

highest achievable energy. Accomplishing these compelling goals will require innovation and 

cutting-edge technology:

• the particle physics community should ramp up its R&D effort focused on advanced 

accelerator technologies, in particular that for high-field superconducting magnets, 

including high-temperature superconductors;

• Europe, together with its international partners, should investigate the technical and 

financial feasibility of a future hadron collider at CERN with a centre-of-mass 

energy of at least 100 TeV and with an electron-positron Higgs and electroweak 

factory as a possible first stage. Such a feasibility study of the colliders and related 

infrastructure should be established as a global endeavour and be completed on the 

timescale of the next Strategy update. 

The timely realisation of the electron-positron International Linear Collider (ILC) in 

Japan would be compatible with this strategy and, in that case, the European particle physics 

community would wish to collaborate. 



(Some) Physics Opportunities at Future 
Colliders
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Electroweak	Interactions

• Discovered	mechanism	to	break	
electroweak	symmetry

– Higgs	mechanism

• Provides	technical	solution	but	
very	unsatisfactory

• Higgs	sector	contains	15	ad-hoc	
parameters	

– Only	3	in	gauge	sector!

3

G.	Giudice:	“Essentially	all	problems	or	unsatisfactory	aspects	of	the	Standard	Model	are	
ultimately	related	to	the	structure	of	Higgs	interactions”
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Higgs: 2012 vs now
21

Higgs	Boson:	2012	vs	2019

4

July	2012:
~10	fb-1

@7-8	TeV

Today:
~140	fb-1

@13	TeV

LHC	luminosity



Higgs Coupling Determination

• LHC Higgs measurements depend on production and decay

– E.g. 𝑝𝑝 → 𝑍𝐻 → 𝑙+𝑙−𝑓 ҧ𝑓

• In SM coupling values precisely known

– Except for uncertainties on mass values

• Kappa framework adds ad-hoc scalar modifiers 

– 𝜅𝑖 = 1 in SM for particles i (i=Z,W, tau, b…)

22
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Fig. 14: Fermionic coupling of the Higgs boson.

4.5 Fermion masses

A fermionic mass term L m = −mψψ = −m ψLψR + ψRψL is not allowed, because it breaks the

gauge symmetry. However, since we have introduced an additional scalar doublet into the model, we can

write the following gauge-invariant fermion-scalar coupling:

L Y = c1 ū, d̄
L

φ(+ )

φ(0) dR + c2 ū, d̄
L

φ(0)∗

− φ(− ) uR + c3 (ν̄e, ē)L

φ(+ )

φ(0) eR + h.c. ,

(4.25)

where the second term involves the C–conjugate scalar field φc ≡ i σ2 φ
∗ . In the unitary gauge (after

SSB), this Yukawa-type Lagrangian takes the simpler form

L Y =
1
√

2
(v + H ) c1 d̄d + c2 ūu + c3 ēe . (4.26)

Therefore, the SSB mechanism generates also fermion masses:

md = − c1
v
√

2
, mu = − c2

v
√

2
, me = − c3

v
√

2
. (4.27)

Since we do not know the parameters ci , the values of the fermion masses are arbitrary. Note,

however, that all Yukawa couplings are fixed in terms of the masses:

L Y = − 1 +
H

v
md d̄d + mu ūu + me ēe . (4.28)

5 ELECTROWEAK PHENOMENOLOGY

In the gauge and scalar sectors, the SM Lagrangian contains only 4 parameters: g, g′ , µ2 and h. One

could trade them by α, θW , M W and M H . Alternatively, we can choose as free parameters [7, 20]:

GF = (1.16637 ± 0.00001) ·10− 5 GeV− 2 ,

α− 1 = 137.03599911 ± 0.00000046, (5.1)

M Z = (91.1875 ± 0.0021) GeV

and the Higgs mass M H . This has the advantage of using the three most precise experimental determi-

nations to fix the interaction. The relations

sin2 θW = 1−
M 2

W

M 2
Z

, M 2
W sin2 θW =

πα
√

2GF

(5.2)

determine then sin2 θW = 0.212 and M W = 80.94 GeV . The predicted M W is in good agreement

with the measured value in (4.13).

19

(Note: assumes only SM-like interactions, EFT often used
for more complete description)



Higgs Coupling Constraints: LHC and HL-LHC
23

Current	Results	vs	High-Luminosity	LHC

Fig. 1.2: Left: Relative precision on Higgs coupling modifiers, , determined by ATLAS and

CMS with the LHC data at present, and as expected for HL-LHC with the constraint V 1.

Also shown are the constraints on invisible and undetected decay branching ratios, BRinvand

BRunt. Right: Expected uncertainty on Higgs coupling parameters at HL-LHC, showing sepa-

rately the statistical, experimental and theoretical uncertainties. Here, it was assumed that the

branching ratios (BR’s) to untagged and invisible decays are zero.

shown in Table 1.2, with the appropriate polarisation this can enhance theHiggs boson produc-132

tion crosssection. In addition, becausetheimportanceof different subprocessescan betuned by133

changing thepolarisation, it playsan important role in effectiveoperator fits. Thus, thepresence134

of polarisation can sharpen these analyses, and helps compensate for the lower luminosities at135

linear machines.136

1.3 electroweak Precision Observables137

Loop corrections to electroweak precision observables (EWPO) provide a powerful test of the138

consistency of the SM. The relation between e.g. the Fermi constant (GF ), Weinberg angle139

(sin2 ✓W ), and the masses of the Z , W and H bosons (mZ , mW , mH ) and the top quark (mtop)140

is precisely predicted in the SM. Inconsistencies between these would indicate contributions141

from new physics.142

Thesecontributionsarecurrently constrained primarily by theZ polemeasurementsmade143

at the LEP experiments and SLD [24], measurements of WW production at LEP-2 [25] and144

measurements of W -boson and top quark masses at the Tevatron [26, 27] and LHC [28, 29]145

experiments, and mH measurements at theLHC [30,31]. Thecurrent constraints on theEWPO146

areshown in Fig. 1.4. All measurements agree within the current precision.147

Based on theelectroweak precision measurements, the95% CL upper limitson theoblique148

parameters [11] areS < 0.18 and T < 0.26 [32]. Fig. 1.4 showsT vs S and illustrates how the149

various precision measurements on ΓZ , M W and asymmetries contribute.150

Measurements of diboson production are also sensitive to the electroweak symmetry151
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LHC	now	vs	HL-LHC High	Luminosity	LHC	(HL-LHC)
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Higgs: Coupling Constraints: Future Colliders
3.2. FUTURE PROSPECTS 35

Fig. 3.8: Expected relative precision of the k parameters and 95% CL upper limits on the

branching ratios to invisible and untagged particles for the various colliders. All values are

given in %. For thehadron colliders, aconstraint |kV | 1 isapplied, and all futurecolliders are

combined with HL-LHC. For colliders with several proposed energy stages it is also assumed

that data taken in later years are combined with data taken earlier. Figure is from Ref. [39].

hadron colliders uncertainties on the Higgs production cross section are included. For decay

branching ratios only the parametric uncertainties are included while the intrinsic uncertainties

are neglected, seediscussion in Ref. [39] and Sect. 3.2.3.

At theHL-LHC theHiggsboson couplings can bedetermined with an accuracy of O(1−

3%) in most cases, under the assumption |kV | 1. Ratios of couplings are (mostly) model

independent, and an accuracy of O(1− 3%) is expected in many cases [23]. Based on analyses

of final stateswith largeE
miss
T , produced in HiggsVBF andVH (V = W and Z) processes, BRinv

values of 1.9% will be probed at 95% CL. The constraint from the k -fit on the BR to untagged

final states is 4.0% at 95% CL. The HE-LHC improves the precision typically by a factor of

two, although much of the improvement comes from theassumption of a further reduction by a

factor of two in the theoretical uncertainty, scheme S2
0
[23].

Lepton colliders allow a measurement of the ZH total production cross section, indepen-

dently of its decay making use of the collision energy constraint. This measurement, together

with measurements where the decay products of the Higgs boson are identified, can be inter-

preted as a nearly model-independent measurement of the total decay width. Therefore the

constraint |kV | 1, used for hadron colliders, is not needed for lepton colliders.

Future e
+

e
−

colliders improve the accuracy on Higgs coupling determination typically

by factors between 2 and 10, except for kt , kg, kµ and kZg where no substantial improvement

compared to HL-LHC isseen. LHeC achievesasignificant improvement for kW, kZ and kb. At

e
+

e
−

colliders, the couplings to vector bosons will be probed with a few 0.1% accuracy. Higgs

boson couplings to b-quarkscan bemeasured with an accuracy between 0.5% and 1.0%, afactor

of 2− 4 better than at the HL-LHC. The coupling to the charm quark, not easily accessible at

HL-LHC, is expected to be measured with an accuracy of O(1%). The various e
+

e
−

colliders

do not differ significantly in their initial energy stages.

• HL-LHC achieves 1-3% precision in most cases

• Higgs factories achieve factor 2-10 improvement + add 𝜅𝑐 + less assumptions (for Brunt)
– HZ coupling measured with 0.2% precision!

• FCC-hh dramatically improves top and rare decays (𝜅𝑡 , 𝜅𝑍𝛾, 𝜅𝛾 , 𝜅𝜇) and Brinv

arXiv: 1905.03764



Future prospects on invisible H decays

• Major improvements compared 

to current sensitivity of ~10%

– HL-LHC : <2.6%

– e+e- colliders: ~0.3%

– FCC-hh: ~0.025% (below SM value)

25
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Future prospects on invisible H decays
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q
e+

q
e-

_

(Current LHC sensitivity: ~1046 cm2)

• LHC and direct detection 
experiments are complementary
– Higgs more sensitive at low mass 

but looses all sensitivity for 𝑚𝐻 <
2𝑚𝜒

• Comparison of sensitivities is 
model-dependent
– Ideal case: WIMP is in overlap 

region => excellent to learn the 
underlying physics
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Is our world natural?
28

• Will probe naturalness to levels of 10-3 with Higgs couplings

– Down to 10-2-10-4 with direct searches (depending on how strongly NP is coupled) 



The electroweak phase transition
29

from Selya Ipek

Standard Model



The Higgs Potential
30

In SM: shape of potential determined by 𝝀𝒉𝒉𝒉 =
𝒎𝒉
𝟐

𝟐𝒗𝟐
= 𝝀𝟒𝒉 ≈ 𝟎. 𝟏𝟑



Electroweak potential
31

Figures by G. Servant

Standard Model

• Electroweak phase transition (EWPT) 
is a “smooth crossover”

• Electroweak symmetry restored for 
T≥TC=130 GeV

Alternative idea

• Electroweak phase transition via 
tunneling: 1st order transition
– Two phases co-exist

• Electroweak baryogenesis possible if 
strong 1st order transition



Electroweak potential
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Figures by G. Servant

Standard Model

• Electroweak phase transition (EWPT) 
is a “smooth crossover”

• Electroweak symmetry restored for 
T≥TC=130 GeV

Alternative idea

• Electroweak phase transition via tunneling: 1st

order transition
– Two phases co-exist

• Electroweak baryogenesis possible if strong 
1st order transition
– Relevant for matter-antimatter asymmetryHIGGS BOSON AND ELECTROWEAK SYMMETRY BREAKING 21
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Figure 2.10: An illustration of a continuous crossover (left) and afirst order phase transition (right).

By contrast, acontinuous crossover occurs smoothly throughout the system.

Seealso Figure 2.10. If thephase transition isdetermined to befirst order, therewould be

profound implications for early-universecosmology and theorigin of thematter-antimatter

asymmetry. Moreover, determining the order of the EWPT is simply the first step in a

much richer research program that deals with other aspects of the phase transition includ-

ing its latent heat, bubble wall velocity, and plasma viscosity.

THE HIGGS POTENTIAL

Theorder of theEWPT is intimately connected to theshapeof theHiggspotential energy

function. For each value of the Higgs field, φ, there is an associated potential energy

density, V (φ). During theelectroweak phasetransition, theHiggsfield passes fromφ = 0

wheretheelectroweak symmetry isunbroken toφ = v ' 246 GeV wheretheelectroweak

symmetry is broken and the weak gauge bosons are massive. Thus the order of the phase

transition is largely determined by the shape of V (φ) in the region 0 < φ < v.

For instance, if the Higgs potential has a barrier separating φ = 0 from φ = v, then

electroweak symmetry breaking isaccomplished through afirst order phasetransition with

the associated bubble nucleation that we discussed above. If there is no barrier in V (φ),

the transition may be either first order or a crossover depending on the structure of the

thermal effective potential , Ve↵ (φ, T).

Currently weknow almost nothing about theshapeof theHiggspotential. Thissituation

is illustrated in Figure 2.11 and the following discussion. When we make measurements

of the Higgs boson in the laboratory, we only probe small fluctuations of the potential

around φ = v. By measuring the strength of the weak interactions, GF = (
p

2v2)− 1 '

1⇥10− 5 GeV− 2, we learn that the Higgs potential has a local minimum at v ' 246 GeV.

By measuring theHiggsboson’smass, we learn that the local curvatureof thepotential at

itsminimum is (d2V/ dφ2)
φ= v

= m2
H ' (125 GeV)2. This is theextent of what weknow

today about the Higgs potential. Even the third derivative, which is related to the Higgs

boson’scubic self-coupling, is completely undetermined!

Measurements of the Higgs boson thus far are consistent with the predictions of the

Standard Model of particle physics. The Standard Model asserts that the Higgs potential

has the form

V (φ) =
1

2
µ2φ2 +

1

4
λφ4 , (2.8)

which only depends on the two parameters µ2 and λ. Taking λ > 0 and µ2 < 0 induces a

Vacuum Expectation Value (VEV) for the Higgsfield and triggers electroweak symmetry



Electroweak potential
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Figures by G. Servant
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ing its latent heat, bubble wall velocity, and plasma viscosity.
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function. For each value of the Higgs field, φ, there is an associated potential energy

density, V (φ). During theelectroweak phasetransition, theHiggsfield passes fromφ = 0

wheretheelectroweak symmetry isunbroken toφ = v ' 246 GeV wheretheelectroweak

symmetry is broken and the weak gauge bosons are massive. Thus the order of the phase

transition is largely determined by the shape of V (φ) in the region 0 < φ < v.

For instance, if the Higgs potential has a barrier separating φ = 0 from φ = v, then

electroweak symmetry breaking isaccomplished through afirst order phasetransition with

the associated bubble nucleation that we discussed above. If there is no barrier in V (φ),

the transition may be either first order or a crossover depending on the structure of the

thermal effective potential , Ve↵ (φ, T).

Currently weknow almost nothing about theshapeof theHiggspotential. Thissituation

is illustrated in Figure 2.11 and the following discussion. When we make measurements

of the Higgs boson in the laboratory, we only probe small fluctuations of the potential

around φ = v. By measuring the strength of the weak interactions, GF = (
p

2v2)− 1 '

1⇥10− 5 GeV− 2, we learn that the Higgs potential has a local minimum at v ' 246 GeV.

By measuring theHiggsboson’smass, we learn that the local curvatureof thepotential at

itsminimum is (d2V/ dφ2)
φ= v

= m2
H ' (125 GeV)2. This is theextent of what weknow

today about the Higgs potential. Even the third derivative, which is related to the Higgs

boson’scubic self-coupling, is completely undetermined!

Measurements of the Higgs boson thus far are consistent with the predictions of the

Standard Model of particle physics. The Standard Model asserts that the Higgs potential

has the form

V (φ) =
1

2
µ2φ2 +

1

4
λφ4 , (2.8)

which only depends on the two parameters µ2 and λ. Taking λ > 0 and µ2 < 0 induces a

Vacuum Expectation Value (VEV) for the Higgsfield and triggers electroweak symmetry

Three Sakharov conditions necessary for matter-antimatter asymmetry:
1. Baryon number violation
2. C and CP symmetries violated
3. Interactions out of thermal equilibrium



Consequences: 1st order phase transition
34

• Gravitational waves if PT strong

• Could be detectable by LISA 

interferometer
arXiv: 1512.06239



Electroweak potential: generically

 Goal: determine 𝜆3 and 𝜆4 experimentally 

 measure Higgs triple and quartic self-couplings

35

H

𝜆3 𝜆4



Di-Higgs Production at the LHC

• Di-Higgs production also occurs w/o direct H coupling
– Destructive interference of the processes

• Cross section very low: 40 fb

36

SM value



Standard Model Cross Sections at the LHC
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Z

H

HH
1 HH/trillion 
events



Sensitivity to 𝜆3: future colliders

• HL-LHC: ~50%

– Already relevant for phase 

transition!

• Future high-energy 

colliders: 5-10%

– FCC-hh : 5%

– CLIC & ILC1 TeV: ~10%

• At FCC-hh: access to 𝜆4

38



Supersymmetry

• Supersymmetry well motivated

• Can solve/reduce finetuning problem

• Has natural candidate for dark matter => focus here on gaugino sector

• Enables unification of gauge forces at GUT scale

• Can provide explanation for g-2 anomaly
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• Superpartners of W, Z, photon and H mix
– Mass eigenstates are charginos 𝜒𝑖

± and neutralinos 𝜒𝑖
0

– Lightest neutralino (𝜒1
0) is DM candidate

• Phenomenology of 𝜒1
0 lightest depends on mixing scenario “Wino, Higgsino, Bino“ 

– Explain DM density in Universe by single particle: m (𝜒1
0) = 2.7 TeV (Wino) or 1.1 TeV

(Higgsino)

g

G
~G

M
as

s

𝛘0

𝛘0

𝛘±

...
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Fig. 8.9: Exclusion reach for Wino-like lightest chargino (c̃
±
1 ) and next-to-lightest neutralino

(c̃
0
2) from hadron and lepton colliders.

Dmas low as0.5 GeV, whileCLIC1500 and CLIC3000 allow areach up to 650GeV and 1.3TeV,1

respectively [445]. Monojet searches at hadron colliders can again complement the reach for2

scenarios with small Dm [434]. The soft decay products of the NLSP are not reconstructed and3

thesensitivity solely depends on theproduction rateof EWkinos in association with an ISR jet.4

Thereach of different collidersare illustrated by thehatched areasof Fig. 8.10 for an indicative5

Dm < 1 GeV. The sensitivity deteriorates at larger Dm, due to the requirements on additional6

leptons or jets. No attempt is made to evaluate this loss here, which is expected to become7

relevant for Dm⇡ 5 GeV and above. Prospects for ep colliders (LHeC and FCC-eh) performed8

using monojet-like signatures [132] are also shown in Fig. 8.10.9

A special case arises when the lightest neutralino is either pure Higgsino or Wino. The10

chargino-neutralino mass splitting is around 340 MeV and 160 MeV respectively, and the11

chargino has a correspondingly long lifetime. The value of p
miss
T is small unless the pair-12

produced EWkinos recoil against an ISR jet. Taking advantage of the long lifetime of the13

charginos, searches for disappearing charged trackscan beperformed at hadron colliders. Asan14

example, at the HL-LHC, studies using simplified models of c̃
±
1 production lead to exclusions15

of chargino masses up to m
c̃
±
1

= 750GeV (1100GeV) for lifetimes of 1ns for the Higgsino16

(Wino) hypothesis. When considering the lifetimes corresponding to the chargino-neutralino17

mass splittings given above (leading to thermal relic dark matter candidates and referred to as18

pureHiggsino and pureWino, respectively), massesup to 300 (830) GeV can beexcluded. The19

reach for all facilities is illustrated in Sect. 8.5. Analyses exploiting displaced decays of the20

charged SUSY state have been studied also for lepton colliders, e.g. CLIC3000 (using charge21

stub tracks [336]), and for ep colliders (using disappearing tracks [448]).22

Collider experiments have significant sensitivity also to sleptons. Searches for staus, su-23

41

Present constraints
Future constraints



Sensitivity to dark matter: Wino case

Sour ces detai led in backup sl ides.
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M. McCollough



Sensitivity to dark matter: Higgsino case
43
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Summary of new collider motivations

• Higgs precision
– Probe finetuning to ~0.1%

– Anomalies in fermion couplings?

– Anomalous H decays (to new particles)?

• Higgs-self coupling
– What is the order of the EW phase transition?

• Improve reach for new particle searches
– High mass (hh, μμ and linear ee) and low couplings

(ee colliders)

– E.g. probe thermal WIMP scenario at FCC-hh and
muon collider

• ee colliders are Z factories
– Electroweak precision

– Flavor factories => see later

• ...

44

Fun fact:
# of Z‘s in 15‘ of FCC-ee equal to 7 years at LEP 



Accelerator R&D: statement & recommendation
45

b) Innovative accelerator technology underpins the physics reach of high-energy and 

high-intensity colliders. It is also a powerful driver for many accelerator-based fields 

of science and industry. The technologies under consideration include high-field 

magnets, high-temperature superconductors, plasma wakefield acceleration and 

other high-gradient accelerating structures, bright muon beams, energy recovery 

linacs. The European particle physics community must intensify accelerator R&D 

and sustain it with adequate resources. A roadmap should prioritise the technology, 

taking into account synergies with international partners and other communities such 

as photon and neutron sources, fusion energy and industry. Deliverables for this 

decade should be defined in a timely fashion and coordinated among CERN and 

national laboratories and institutes.

Roadmap being defined by lab directors group by end of 2021, 

 see talk by D. Newbold at EPS conference

https://indico.desy.de/event/28202/contributions/98369/attachments/67946/84991/Accelerator_RD_210730.pdf
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Future Colliders: Schedule 

(purely technical driven, w/o funding considerations)



Other essential scientific activities
4 recommendations

47

Diverse Science

Theory

Instrumentation
Computing



Diverse science programme: strategy discussion

Diverse science at low energy: exploration of dark matter and flavour puzzle

• Dark matter: may have masses between 10–22 eV and 10xM⦿ (primordial black holes)

• Observed pattern of masses and mixings of fermions remains a huge puzzle

• Proton structure understanding needed to fully exploit the potential of present and future 

hadron colliders 

• added value from fixed target experiments and from Electron Ion Collider (CD0) in BNL

Practical issues:

• Beam Dump Facility and LHeC option at CERN, are difficult to resource within the CERN 

budget, considering the other recommendations of this Strategy

• Role of the National Laboratories in advancing the exploration of the lower energy regime 

cannot be over-emphasised

• e.g. axions at DESY, rare muon decays in PSI, dark photon in Frascati, COSY as demonstrator for proton EDM in 

Jülich)

48
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5

m

»

m

»

FIG. 1: Mass ranges for dark mat ter and mediator part icle candidates, experimental anomalies,

and search techniques described in this document . All mass ranges are merely representat ive; for

details, see the text . The QCD axion mass upper bound is set by supernova const raints, and

may be significant ly raised by ast rophysical uncertaint ies. Axion-like dark mat ter may also have

lower masses than depicted. Ult ralight Dark Mat ter and Hidden Sector Dark Mat ter are broad

frameworks. Mass ranges corresponding to various product ion mechanisms within each framework

are shown and are discussed in Sec. I I . The Beryllium-8, muon (g − 2), and small-scale st ructure

anomalies are described in VI I. The search techniques of Coherent Field Searches, Direct Detect ion,

and Accelerators are described in Secs. V, IV, and VI, respect ively, and Nuclear and Atomic Physics

and Microlensing searches are described in Sec. VI I.

I I . SCI EN CE CA SE FOR A PROGR A M OF SM A L L EX PER I M EN T S

Given the wide range of possible dark mat ter candidates, it is useful to focus the search
for dark matter by put t ing it in the context of what is known about our cosmological history
and the interact ions of the Standard Model, by posing quest ions like: What is the (part icle
physics) origin of the dark matter part icles’ mass? What is the (cosmological) origin of
the abundance of dark matter seen today? How do dark matter part icles interact , both
with one another and with the const ituents of familiar matter? And what other observable
consequences might we expect from this physics, in addit ion to the existence of dark matter?
Might existing observat ions or theoret ical puzzles be closely t ied to the physics of dark
matter? These quest ions have many possible answers — indeed, this is one reason why

13

Dark Matter Candidates: Very little clue on mass scales

Too small mass
⇒ won’t “fit” 
in a galaxy!

From MACHOs 
searches

S. Asai, M. Carena
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WIMP Direct Detection Searches  
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Neutrino floor on xenonneutrino floor:” both ν-N and ν-e contribute backgrounds 

J. Monroe’s talk
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Axion/ALP searches: 
Mature Key Techniques 

23

Helioscopes

• Build on success of CAST hosted by CERN

• Proposed BabyIAXO, leads to IAXO, with large 
discovery potential

Haloscopes

• ADMX (US) is leading the field

• In Europe, MadMax is new key player

• Smaller efforts developing new techniques

Light-shining-through-walls

• ALPS II is well underway

• STAX is a new idea RF based

• JURA is long term plan

Axion/ALP	searches:	Mature	Key	Techniques	

		 			 			 			 			 			+	rapid	new	developments		

• Helioscopes	
– IAXO	is	the	logical	next	step	è	significant	discovery	potential	
è	Strategic	decision	(~50	MEURO)		

• Haloscopes	(Dark	Matter)	
– ADMX	(US)	leading	in	the	field	
Europe:		
– MadMax	is	new	key	player	
	+	Many	smaller	efforts	developing		
				new/complementary	techniques		

• Light-shining-through-walls	
– ALPS	II	is	well	underway	
– JURA	long-term	plan	
	
è Strategic	decision:	Strong	and	reliable	support		
					for	innovative	smaller	efforts	
èSupport	(siting)	and	collaboration	between	labs		
				for	the	growth	of	medium	scale	projects	
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How to look: three kinds of light-shining-through-walls

ALPs in the lab | ESPP Symposium Granada, 14  May 2019 | Axel Lindner

Pros and cons

The three approaches complement each other:

combination of results may enable to distinguish between models!

ALP parameter LSW (laboratory) Helioscopes Haloscopes

Source region Lab(vacuum) Dense plasma Cosmology

Parity and spin yes perhaps yes

Coupling gaγγ yes no no

Coupling · flux (does not apply) yes yes

Mass perhaps perhaps yes

Electron coupling no yes no

Rely on astrophysical

assumptions
no yes yes

QCD axion no (?) yes yes
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How to look: three kinds of light-shining-through-walls

ALPs in the lab | ESPP Symposium Granada, 14  May 2019 | Axel Lindner

Pros and cons

The three approaches complement each other:

combination of results may enable to distinguish between models!

ALP parameter LSW (laboratory) Helioscopes Haloscopes

Source region Lab(vacuum) Dense plasma Cosmology

Parity and spin yes perhaps yes

Coupling gaγγ yes no no

Coupling · flux (does not apply) yes yes

Mass perhaps perhaps yes

Electron coupling no yes no

Rely on astrophysical

assumptions
no yes yes

QCD axion no (?) yes yes Searches relevant for both QCD Axions and 
more general Axion-like particles (ALPs)

Lindner and Irastorza’s talks
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Other Dark Matter Ideas

• Strong motivation for WIMP and QCD axion DM remains
• But many alternative ideas, e.g. dark photon decaying visibly or invisibly

Invisible dark photon decay 

18

LDMX is a proposed fixed target experiment with an electron beam

Hosting options:

DP decay to DM: 
15 years projections

mA 0 = 3mχ ↵ D = 0.1

Physics Beyond Colliders at CERN- Beyond the Standard Model Working Group Report (2019)  arxiv: 1901.09966

Pseudo Dirac DM reach
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FIG. 3: a) χχ̄ pair product ion in elect ron-nucleus collisions
via the Cabibbo-Parisi radiat ive process (with A 0 on- or off-

shell) and b) χ scat tering off a detector nucleus and liberat ing

a const ituent nucleon. For the momentum t ransfers of inter-

est , the incoming χ resolves the nuclear subst ructure, so the

typical react ion is quasi-elast ic and nucleons will be ejected.

Figure 2: a) χχ̄ pair product ion in elect ron-nucleus collisions via the Cabibbo-Parisi

radiat ive process (with A0 on- or o↵ -shell) and b) χ scat tering o↵ an elect ron in the

detector.

vated for LDM which is safe from CMB constraints [3]. and has striking implicat ions

for possible signatures at BDX.

2.1.2 Lept ophil ic A0 and D ark M at t er

A similar scenario involving a vector mediator arises from gauging the di↵ erence

between electron and muon numbers under the abelian U(1)e− µ group. Instead of

kinet ic mixing, the light vector part icle here has direct couplings to SM leptonic

currents

A0
βJ

β
SM ! gV A0

µ ēγβe+ ⌫̄eγ
β⌫e − µ̄γβµ + ⌫̄µγ

β⌫µ , (7)

where gV is the gauge coupling of this model, which we normalize to the elect ric

charge, gV ⌘✏e and consider parameter space in terms of ✏, like in the case of kinet ic

mixing. Note that here, the A0 does not couple to SM quarks at t ree level, but it

does couple to neut rinos, which carry elect ron or muon numbers. Note also that this

scenario is one of the few combinat ions of SM quantum numbers that can be gauged

without requiring addit ional field content . Assigning the DM e− µ number yields the

familiar gD A0
βJ

β
DM interact ion as in Eq. 1. Both of these variat ions can give rise to

thermal LDM as discussed above.

2.2 M uon A nomalous M agnet ic M oment

It is well known that a light , sub-GeV scale gauge boson (either a kinet ically mixed

dark photon, or a leptophilic gauge boson that couples to muons) can ameliorate the

⇠ 3.5σ discrepancy between the theoret ical predict ion and experimental observat ion

of the muon’s anomalous magnet ic moment [4]. Although there are many act ive

13

χ1

χ2

• LCLS-II at SLAC 4 - 8 GeV
• eSPS at CERN 3.5 - 16 GeV

Accelerator of different techniques are complementary 
among themselves and with DD experiments and may 
yield additional information on dark sectors

C. Vallee’s Talk
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χ1

χ2

• LCLS-II at SLAC 4 - 8 GeV
• eSPS at CERN 3.5 - 16 GeV

Accelerator of different techniques are complementary 
among themselves and with DD experiments and may 
yield additional information on dark sectors

C. Vallee’s Talk

Dark photons/scalars SM particles 

16

SHiP is a proposed beam dump experiment 
using 400 GeV protons from the SPS

C. Vallée, EPPSU Granada WS, May 2019 Beam Dumps experimental perspective 16

Worldwide prospects

Current limits

Dark Photon visible mode

• M ost studied in the past
• Current limits still dominated by old projects
• Strong revived worldwide competition to 

NA62++, AWAKE++ and FASER for this channel
• Unique reach of SHiP at high mass/low coupling

CERN prospects

C. Vallée, EPPSU Granada WS, May 2019 Beam Dumps experimental perspective 18

Millicharged Particles Dark Scalars
mA’ = 0

Strong competition of milliQan
to a long run of NA64++(μ ).

A short term few-months run 
could still be of interest for (g-2)μ

Complementary reach of projects
in term of couplings.

Mass reach fixed by meson masses
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M illicharged Particles Dark Scalars
mA’ = 0

Strong competition of milliQan
to a long run of NA64++(μ ).

A short term few-months run 
could still be of interest for (g-2)μ

Complementary reach of projects
in term of couplings.

M ass reach fixed by meson masses

Beam dump is complementary to collider based

searches for feebly interacting particles (FIP)

Schematic diagram

Schematic diagram

See P. Sphicas’ talk for details on Collider reach 

C. Vallee’s Talk
Dark photons/scalars SM particles 
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Flavor 

Hatched: couplings suppressed 
Non-hatched: coupling=1

Nearish future:
HL-LHC, Belle-II, MEG-II,
Mu2e, Mu3e, COMET, 
ACME, PIC, SNS

Light: current
Dark: nearish future

• Flavor is still among the 
most puzzling features of 
the SM!

• Flavor probes energy 
scales way beyond the 
reach of direct searches
• Depending on 

assumption on 
couplings

• Many very interesting 
experiments ongoing
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Flavor II

• Several anomalies related to muons require follow-up
• B → 𝐻𝜇+𝜇−/𝐵 → 𝐻𝑒+𝑒−

• muon g-2
• Circular ee colliders are excellent B-factories too (Tera-Z mode)



Diverse science programme: 
statement and recommendation

55

a) The quest for dark matter and the exploration of flavour and fundamental 

symmetries are crucial components of the search for new physics. This search can 

be done in many ways, for example through precision measurements of flavour 

physics and electric or magnetic dipole moments, and searches for axions, dark 

sector candidates and feebly interacting particles. There are many options to 

address such physics topics including energy-frontier colliders, accelerator and non-

accelerator experiments. A diverse programme that is complementary to the energy 

frontier is an essential part of the European particle physics Strategy. Experiments in 

such diverse areas that offer potential high-impact particle physics programmes at 

laboratories in Europe should be supported, as well as participation in such 

experiments in other regions of the world.



Theory: statement and recommendation
56

b) Theoretical physics is an essential driver of particle physics that opens new, 

daring lines of research, motivates experimental searches and provides the tools 

needed to fully exploit experimental results. It also plays an important role in 

capturing the imagination of the public and inspiring young researchers. The success 

of the field depends on dedicated theoretical work and intense collaboration between 

the theoretical and experimental communities. Europe should continue to vigorously 

support a broad programme of theoretical research covering the full spectrum of 

particle physics from abstract to phenomenological topics. The pursuit of new 

research directions should be encouraged and links with fields such as cosmology, 

astroparticle physics, and nuclear physics fostered. Both exploratory research and 

theoretical research with direct impact on experiments should be supported, 

including recognition for the activity of providing and developing computational tools.



Instrumentation: statement and recommendation
57

c) The success of particle physics experiments relies on innovative instrumentation 

and state-of-the-art infrastructures. To prepare and realise future 

experimental research programmes, the community must maintain a strong focus 

on instrumentation. Detector R&D programmes and associated infrastructures 

should be supported at CERN, national institutes, laboratories and universities. 

Synergies between the needs of different scientific fields and industry should be 

identified and exploited to boost efficiency in the development process and increase 

opportunities for more technology transfer benefiting society at large. Collaborative 

platforms and consortia must be adequately supported to provide coherence in these 

R&D activities. The community should define a global detector R&D roadmap that 

should be used to support proposals at the European and national levels.

Roadmap to be followed up by ECFA (ECFA=European Committee for Accelerators) 

=> See talk by P. Allport at EPS

https://indico.desy.de/event/28202/contributions/98367/attachments/67939/85002/ECFA Detector R%26D Roadmap EPS.pdf


Computing & Software: statement and recommendation
58

d) Large-scale data-intensive software and computing infrastructures are 

an essential ingredient to particle physics research programmes. The community 

faces major challenges in this area, notably with a view to the HL-LHC. As a result, 

the software and computing models used in particle physics research must evolve to 

meet the future needs of the field. The community must vigorously pursue common, 

coordinated R&D efforts in collaboration with other fields of science and industry to 

develop software and computing infrastructures that exploit recent advances 

in information technology and data science. Further development of internal 

policies on open data and data preservation should be encouraged, and 

an adequate level of resources invested in their implementation.



Synergies with neighbouring fields

2 recommendations:

• Nuclear Physics

• Astroparticle Physics
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Organisational issues

3 recommendations:

a) Global Science, Europe and CERN

b) Relation with European Commission

c) Open Science
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Environmental and societal impact

4 recommendations:

a) Mitigate environmental impact of particle physics 

b) Investment in next generation of researchers

c) Knowledge and technology transfer

d) public engagement, education and communication 
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Environmental impact/climate change: 
statement and recommendation

62

a) The energy efficiency of present and future accelerators, 

and of computing facilities, is and should remain an 

area requiring constant attention. Travel also represents an 

environmental challenge, due to the international nature of 

the field. The environmental impact of particle physics 

activities should continue to be carefully studied and 

minimised. A detailed plan for the minimisation 

of environmental impact and for the saving and re-use of 

energy should be part of the approval process for any major 

project. Alternatives to travel should be explored and 

encouraged.



Training the next generation: discussion

Next generations of particle physicists

• The exploratory nature of particle physics and its fundamental questions about the 
Universe fascinates many inside and outside the field and draws in talented students

• National laboratories, research institutes and universities worldwide provide the training 
ground of future young scientists. Education and training in key technologies are crucial 
for the needs of the field and society at large

• It is essential to make the research environment in particle physics as attractive as 
possible and in particular to consider the worries expressed by the early career 
researchers (document under the auspices of ECFA)

• The principles of equality, diversity and inclusion should be clearly and recognisably 
present in all of the field’s activities

• Training appropriate to this end should be available at CERN and other institutes, and best 
practices shared among them.
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Training the next generation: 
statement and recommendation

64

b) Particle physics, with its fundamental questions and technological innovations, 

attracts bright young minds. Their education and training are crucial for the needs of 

the field and of society at large. For early-career researchers to thrive, the particle 

physics community should place strong emphasis on their supervision and training. 

Additional measures should be taken in large collaborations to increase the recognition 

of individuals developing and maintaining experiments, computing and software. The 

particle physics community commits to placing the principles of equality, diversity and 

inclusion at the heart of all its activities. 

Early-career researchers panel created under the auspices of ECFA, 
in which these subjects can be discussed and monitored



Knowledge Transfer & Outreach and Education: 
statements and recommendations

65

c) Particle physics has contributed to advances in many fields that have brought great benefits to 

society. Awareness of knowledge and technology transfer and the associated societal impact is 

important at all phases of particle physics projects. Particle physics research centres should 

promote knowledge and technology transfer and support their researchers in enabling it. The 

particle physics community should engage with industry to facilitate knowledge transfer and 

technological development.

d) Exploring the fundamental properties of nature inspires and excites. It is part of the duty of 

researchers to share the excitement of scientific achievements with all stakeholders and the 

public. The concepts of the Standard Model, a well-established theory for elementary particles, 

are an integral part of culture. Public engagement, education and communication in particle 

physics should continue to be recognised as important components of the scientific activity and 

receive adequate support. Particle physicists should work with the broad community of scientists 

to intensify engagement between scientific disciplines. The particle physics community should 

work with educators and relevant authorities to explore the adoption of basic knowledge of 

elementary particles and their interactions in the regular school curriculum



Concluding Remarks I
66

 Exploring the early phase of Universe is likely key to many puzzles in our
Universe, e.g. flavor, matter-antimatter asymmetry, dark matter, ...



Concluding Remarks II

• The questions we have in particle physics today are the most exciting 
since the beginning of the last century when the structure of the atom was 
explored

• This 2020 update of the European Strategy for Particle Physics has 
focussed on both near and long-term priorities for the field. 
– Given the scale of our long-term ambition, the European plan needs to be 

coordinated with other regions of the world. 

• Implementation of strategy has started at CERN, in European Labs and in 
relevant committees (e.g. ECFA and LDR)

• A further update of the Strategy foreseen in the second half of this decade 
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Backup
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HL-LHC: statement and recommendation

a) Since the recommendation in the 2013 Strategy to proceed with the programme 

of upgrading the luminosity of the LHC, the HL-LHC project was approved by the 

CERN Council in June 2016 and is proceeding according to plan. In parallel, the 

LHC has reached a centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV, exceeded the design 

luminosity, and produced a wealth of remarkable physics results. Based on this 

performance, coupled with the innovative experimental techniques developed at 

the LHC experiments and their planned detector upgrades, a significantly 

enhanced physics potential is expected with the HL-LHC. The required high-field 

superconducting Nb3Sn magnets have been developed. The successful completion 

of the high-luminosity upgrade of the machine and detectors should remain the 

focal point of European particle physics, together with continued innovation in 

experimental techniques. The full physics potential of the LHC and the HL-LHC, 

including the study of flavour physics and the quark-gluon plasma, should be 

exploited.
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Neutrino Physics: statement and recommendation

b) The existence of non-zero neutrino masses is a compelling sign of new physics. 

The worldwide neutrino physics programme explores the full scope of the rich 

neutrino sector and commands strong support in Europe. Within that programme, 

the Neutrino Platform was established by CERN in response to the 

recommendation in the 2013 Strategy and has successfully acted as a hub for 

European neutrino research at accelerator-based projects outside Europe. Europe, 

and CERN through the Neutrino Platform, should continue to support long baseline 

experiments in Japan and the United States. In particular, they should continue to 

collaborate with the United States and other international partners towards the 

successful implementation of the Long-Baseline Neutrino Facility (LBNF) and the 

Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE).
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Global Projects, Europe and CERN: discussion

Global projects, Europe and CERN

• Large future projects, because of their size, complexity, duration and cost, will need to be 

planned on a global scale

• Need to consider governance and funding around either CERN hosting a next-generation 

collider as a globally funded project or a European contribution to a next-generation collider 

constructed outside Europe, and specifically the role that CERN would play

• For the case of a new global facility hosted at CERN, long-term commitments are needed 

from non-European states and must take account of both construction and operating 

costs and must be compatible with the provisions of the CERN Convention

• For the case of a European contribution to a new global facility outside Europe, CERN 

should, if so decided by the CERN Council, provide strategic coordination and technical 

support for European contributions

• The modalities of European participation in a global facility outside Europe remain to be decided, 

as and when the need occurs
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Theory: discussion

Essential role of theory for advancement in particle physics

• European theoretical research spans a wide range of subjects, from abstract ideas 

of string theory to the detailed simulation of collider physics processes

• Results from neighbouring fields, such as cosmology, nuclear physics and 

astrophysics, condensed matter and atomic physics, computation and quantum 

information enrich the scientific dialogue

• Theory plays an essential role in assessing the strategic importance for future 

investments in accelerators and experimental infrastructure

• Calculation-intensive areas such as precision phenomenology at colliders, lattice field 

theory or the development of Monte-Carlo event generators and other software tools 

require long time scales to yield results

• Outreach activities benefit from the special perspective that theoretical physicists 

bring
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Neutrino oscillations: discussion

Neutrino oscillations are a compelling sign of new physics, making neutrinos 

massive particles

• Essential to pursue the exploration of the neutrino sector with accelerator, reactor, 

solar, atmospheric and cosmic neutrino experiments

• Two complementary approved programmes are in preparation with the DUNE (US) 

and Hyper-Kamiokande (Japan) experiments

• strong participation of European physicists with CERN support through the Neutrino Platform

• The community is very keen for the Neutrino Platform to continue operation at CERN

• Balanced European support for this worldwide effort important to secure the 

determination of neutrino properties
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Environmental and Societal Impact: discussion

Climate change and particle physics

• In a world with increasing demand on limited resources and undergoing climate change it 
is crucial to keep energy consumption, sustainability and efficiency in mind when 
discussing the future of particle physics

• In the discussion of the optimal choice for a new facility, the energy efficiency of the 
accelerator should be considered alongside factors such as cost, timescale and physics 
reach

• Research into environmentally-friendly alternatives for materials with high global warming 
potential for use in particle physics detectors should be strongly stimulated and supported

• The community should invest in both hardware and software efforts to improve the energy 
efficiency of its computing infrastructures

• The community is expected to be in the vanguard of alternatives to physical travel such as 
virtual meeting rooms. and should support low-carbon forms of travel and carbon 
offsetting, whenever travel is unavoidable
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Synergies with other fields: 
statements and recommendations

76

Particle, Nuclear and Atomic Physics

• CERN has a strong nuclear physics programme: ISOLDE and n_TOF facilities & the HI programme at 

LHC

• Future European facilities (FAIR, NICA , ESS) and EIC in the US envisage research programmes of 

interest to HEP

• There are also synergies with atomic physics, e.g. antihydrogen experimental programme at CERN’s 

AD antiproton decelerator and its upgrade, ELENA. 

• Particle and laser physicists aspire to explore the strong field of QED by joining forces at the EU-XFEL 

facility in Hamburg.

• The nuclear physics roadmap in Europe is coordinated by the Nuclear Physics European Collaboration 

Committee (NuPECC) and there are well established communication lines between the two communities

a) A variety of research lines at the boundary between particle and nuclear physics require dedicated 

experiments and facilities. Europe has a vibrant nuclear physics programme at CERN, including the 

heavy-ion programme, and at other European facilities. In the global context, a new electron-ion collider, 

EIC, is foreseen in the United States to study the partonic structure of the proton and nuclei, in which there 

is interest among European researchers. Europe should maintain its capability to perform innovative 

experiments at the boundary between particle and nuclear physics, and CERN should continue to 

coordinate with NuPECC on topics of mutual interest.



Synergies with other fields: 
statements and recommendations

a) Astroparticle physics, coordinated by APPEC in Europe, also addresses questions about the fundamental 

physics of particles and their interactions. The ground-breaking discovery of gravitational waves has 

occurred since the last Strategy update, and this has contributed to burgeoning multi-messenger 

observations of the universe. Synergies between particle and astroparticle physics should be 

strengthened through scientific exchanges and technological cooperation in areas of common interest and 

mutual benefit.
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Particle and Astroparticle Physics

• Synergies exist at the level of infrastructure, detectors, computing, interaction models and physics 

goals (ex.: neutrinos, dark matter, cosmic rays and gravitational waves)

• The need to foster these synergies has been clearly identified in the national inputs

• The astro-particle physics roadmap in Europe is coordinated by APPEC; APPEC seeks strong cooperation 

with CERN

• The APPEC theory centre for AP physics, EuCAPT, was established recently: CERN chosen as first host

• It would be appropriate to establish a new procedure (like “Recognised Experiments”) for collaborations 

seeking CERN’s technical support, which should be limited to providing technical expertise and 

infrastructure services in a cost-neutral way for CERN
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Flavor

• Large variety of flavor physics 
probes ongoing and/or being 
considered
• EDM: n, p
• Kaon: 𝐾 → 𝜋𝜈𝜈
• Lepton: 𝜇 → 𝑒𝛾, 𝜇 → 𝑒𝑒𝑒
• Charm and B: LHCb, Belle-II
• Top: 𝑡 → 𝑐𝐻, 𝑡 → 𝑐𝑍,…
• Higgs: 𝐻 → 𝜏𝜇, 𝜏𝑒, 𝜇𝑒,…

• Realisation that Tera-Z is excellent 
B-factory too

Conclusions

16/5/19 58 

Flavor physics crucial for BSM search:

• Outstanding BSM scale reach à Λ > 102 – 105 TeV 

• Complementarity of low-energy, HE frontier and feebly 

interacting searches

Flavour is a major legacy of LHC:

� Main results from LHCb. ATLAS and CMS also 

contributing and enlarging their flavor physics scope

à Charged hadron PID is mandatory for a full physics 

program.

à Essential that HE future experiments follow this same path

� Important to have experiments in very different 

environments (pp and e+e-), and with PID 

In the longer term: 

� Z0-factory is a fantastic tool for Flavor Physics

B. Gavela, A. Zoccoli
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For Germany: Siggi
Bethke

For DESY: Joachim 
Mnich

Incl. BH



• Muon collider has very competitive physics reach compared to FCC
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SUSY DM reach at Muon Colliders

arXiv:2102.11292 
(Capdevilla, Meloni, Simonello, Zurita)

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2102.11292.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2102.11292.pdf


Future Colliders
84

Proposed colliders:

• Linear e+e-: ILC, CLIC

• Circular e+e-: FCC-ee, CePC

• pp: HE-LHC, FCC-hh, SppC

• ep: LHeC, FCC-eh  



Future Colliders: √s and tentative timescales
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Global Projects, Europe and CERN: 
statement and recommendation

86

a) An ambitious next-generation collider project will require global collaboration and 

a long-term commitment to construction and operations by all parties. CERN should 

initiate discussions with potential major partners as part of the feasibility study for 

such a project being hosted at CERN. In the case of a global facility outside Europe 

in which CERN participates, CERN should act as the European regional hub, 

providing strategic coordination and technical support. Individual Member States 

could provide resources to the new global facility either through additional 

contributions made via CERN or directly through bilateral and multilateral 

arrangements with the host organisation.



European Commission & Open Science: 
statements and recommendations

87

b) The particle physics community and the European Commission have a strong 

record of collaboration. The relationship between the particle physics community and 

the European Commission should be further strengthened, exploring funding-

mechanism opportunities for the realisation of infrastructure projects and R&D 

programmes in cooperation with other fields of science and industry.

c) European science policy is quickly moving towards Open Science, which 

promotes and accelerates the sharing of scientific knowledge with the community at 

large. Particle physics has been a pioneer in several aspects of Open Science. The 

particle physics community should work with the relevant authorities to help shape 

the emerging consensus on Open Science to be adopted for publicly-funded 

research, and should then implement a policy of Open Science for the field.



CERN’s Leadership Role
Considerations (from deliberation document):

• With the construction and efficient operation of the LHC, CERN has established itself as the world's 

premier particle physics laboratory

• Cooperation between the Member, Associate Member and non-Member States and the 

concentration of the European particle-physics effort at CERN have created a unique resource in 

terms of scientific accomplishments, human capital, international collaboration, technical expertise, 

and research infrastructure

• CERN and other accelerator-based laboratories worldwide use cutting-edge technologies (RF 

cavities, superconducting magnets, cryogenics and high vacuum, management of large data 

volumes, etc.). shared throughout Europe for the benefit of the Member and Ass. Member States
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a) Europe, through CERN, has world leadership in accelerator-based particle physics and 
related technologies. The future of the field in Europe and beyond depends on the 
continuing ability of CERN and its community to realise compelling scientific projects. This 
Strategy update should be implemented to ensure Europe’s continued scientific and  
technological leadership.



European Ecosystem
89

b) The European organisational model centred on close collaboration between CERN and the 

national institutes, laboratories and universities in its Member and Associate Member States is 

essential to the enduring success of the field. This has proven highly effective in harnessing the 

collective resources and expertise of the particle, astroparticle and nuclear physics 

communities, and of many interdisciplinary research fields. Another manifestation of the success 

of this model is the collaboration with non-Member States and their substantial contribution. The 

particle physics community must further strengthen the unique ecosystem of research centres in 

Europe. In particular, cooperative programmes between CERN and these research centres 

should be expanded and sustained with adequate resources in order to address the objectives 

set out in the Strategy update.

European Ecosystem:
• European National Laboratories collaborate, together with research institutes and universities, in 

large programmes at CERN and in activities performed locally and at other large laboratories

• European research centres provide a variety of large technical platforms dedicated to 
development, testing and production of accelerator and detector components

• European research centres afford fruitful synergies with other communities that go well beyond the 
boundaries of particle physics 

• High visibility of European research centres in supranational large projects



Global nature of particle physics research

c) The broad range of fundamental questions in particle physics and the complexity of the 

diverse facilities required to address them, together with the need for an efficient use of 

resources, have resulted in the establishment of a global particle physics community with 

common interests and goals. This Strategy takes into account the rich and complementary 

physics programmes being undertaken by Europe’s partners across the globe and of scientific 

and technological developments in neighbouring fields. The implementation of the Strategy 

should proceed in strong collaboration with global partners and neighbouring fields.
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Global nature of particle physics research

• The increase in scale of the leading particle physics facilities and the resulting decrease in their number 

worldwide has led to the globalisation of the field

• The timely realisation of complementary, large-scale projects in different regions of the world remains essential 

for the progress of the field, as well as for the development of the key technologies

• Europe has chosen to participate in the long-baseline programmes in Japan and the US rather than building its 

own facility. Instead, it has secured reciprocal support for the realisation of the HL-LHC project.

• Europe’s long-term vision is to maintain its leadership in pushing the exploration of the energy frontier, and this 

vision is supported by the other regions


